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Message from the CEO
Welcome to the second issue of our company
newsletter, Comdain Connect. Our first newsletter
was well received and I want to thank everyone
for their positive feedback. As I have said to
many of you, I want the newsletter to be relevant
and interesting, and so I’d like to encourage
you to continue to provide your comments and
suggestions.
The two months since our first newsletter in
January have been very busy. A key milestone
was the external launch of our new brand
and logo in mid February. In 2010 we are planning to significantly build our
company profile and raise the awareness of Comdain Infrastructure in our
target markets. Our new logo is a key first step in this initiative. As part of
the launch we sent letters out to all of our key clients and stakeholders - over
600 of them - advising them of the changes. It was pleasing to receive back
numerous compliments about our brand and direction. We are seen as a
company that is truly going places, which is a great position to be in.
Rolling out the new brand has been a huge task and I’d like to thank our
operations and business development teams for doing a tremendous job. The
only remaining task is to progressively replace the logo on all of our equipment
and machinery. This may take some time as we don’t want to disrupt our work
routine. You can read more about our brand building activities on page 8.
Another recent highlight was our success at the Australian Water Association
(AWA) national awards. Our Futureflow alliance won the ‘Infrastructure
Project Innovation Award’ which really is an excellent result. This prestigious
award has allowed Comdain Infrastructure to make its presence felt in the
water industry. I’m tremendously proud of our contribution to the Futureflow
alliance and would like to thank everyone from our team who has been
involved, one way or another, over the last two years - well done. You will find
more information about the award we received on page 8.
Our Leadership Team is also growing - I’d like to welcome aboard Mark
Lambert, General Manager Commercial and Risk, and Peter Stephens, our new
Chief Financial Officer. Peter has replaced Teresa Whitmore who has moved
into a similar role at our sister company, Comdain Homes. I would also like to
thank Teresa for her great work and involvement in our team; we will miss her
but know that she is never far away.
It’s been a great start to the year – we’re financially ahead of budget, we’ve got
some really interesting projects underway across all divisions, we’re making
good progress on our internal improvements, and we’re very well positioned
with some fantastic growth opportunities in our sector.
We are currently updating our strategic plan and will shortly start detailed
planning and budgeting for the next financial year for each of our business
units. Some of you will be involved in the preparation of these plans and,
when complete, they will be shared with everyone.
In coming months I plan to visit a number of sites, and I look forward to
meeting with you and talking through any questions you may have.
Keep up the good work,

Russell Zimmerman
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Our strategic plan
critical success factors

The framework for our strategic plan is shown here
In this issue we provide an overview of Comdain’s
critical success factors. We will continue this
coverage in each issue of the newsletter.
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Critical success factors are those
things that we absolutely must
do and get right if we want
to succeed as a business and
achieve our long term vision.

Comdain Infrastructure has identified six critical success factors:
Leadership and focus
We all need to take a leadership role in what we do. An
added strength of leadership is for us to maintain focus
and understand how our resources and people can be best
employed to achieve dependable delivery. Sometimes,
pushing back will allow this focus to continue.
Capability
Our people, skills and knowledge are at the heart of our
business and represent a key competitive advantage for us.
We need to foster and grow our capability.
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Comdain Infrastructure has a clear plan defining
where we are heading as a business and how we
will get there. It is very important to have a plan,
as having no plan is a plan to fail.
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Customer service and our reputation
We need to continue to deliver exceptionally good service to
our customers and maintain excellent relationships.
Successful delivery of our work
Our core business is project and work delivery. We have a very
successful track record that we need to work hard to maintain,
especially as we grow.
Professional and commercial internal systems and processes
Our internal corporate activities represent the platform on
which our core business rests. We need to create a solid and
broad platform to support our current and future operations.
Financial sustainability
Robust financial performance is paramount to our success and we
must take a long term view that grows business value over time.
It is vital that we do these things well and, if we do, then
we are giving ourselves the best possible chance of being
successful in the future.
Next issue: read about our four objectives to reach Comdain
Infrastructure’s vision

Our growth
Success stories

Growth opportunities

We have recently secured:

We are currently focusing on various growth opportunities, including:

Hawkesbury Nepean meter
replacement panel position. This
gives us an opportunity to expand
our irrigation business into NSW
New contracts with Barwon
Water Alliance and Melbourne
Water Alliance

A prequalification submission to QGC
to be a service provider in the coal
seam gas sector

Diverse bundles of works currently
out to tender for NVIRP in Northern
Victoria

The Murrumbidgee Irrigation Alliance
- this is an opportunity connected to
the federal water savings funding

A gas transmission pipeline in
Queensland
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Our operations
Irrigation

Victorian Gas

PROJECT:
start date:
completion date:
Client:

PROJECT:
start date:
completion date:
Client:

Channel Automation
May 2009
August 2009
Northern Victorian Irrigation
Renewal Project (NVIRP)

Asset Management, O&M and Construction
April 1996
Ongoing contract until April 2013
Envestra owned Victorian Gas Distribution Assets

ABOUT THE PROJECT

ABOUT THE PROJECT

Comdain, as the primary contractor, were engaged to automate
in excess of 250 kilometres of Goulburn Murray Water irrigation
channels in the Pyramid Hill region. The automation included
fitting more than 280 gates in 186 regulating structures. The works
included a combination of modifying existing concrete structures to
fit the automated Rubicon FlumeGates, and also removing existing
structures and replacing them entirely with new structures.

Since 1996, Comdain has delivered the management and provision of
maintenance and construction services for the Envestra owned Victorian Gas
Distribution Assets. The Comdain - APT O&M Services Alliance contract has
delivered ongoing value for money for both APA and Envestra. The contract takes
the form of an Alliance with performance based remuneration. The geographic
coverage of the contract includes: Melbourne CBD, Northern suburbs, Northern
Victoria towns, Mornington Peninsula, LaTrobe Valley and Gippsland.

Works undertaken include:

Works undertaken include:

Permits and planning

Maintenance and construction of gas mains and services

Customer consultation

Maintenance, construction and installation of industrial commercial
regulators and meters

Constructability and design reviews
Miscellaneous site works including creation of vehicle access,
fencing and tree loping
Dewatering channels, profiling and installation of
geo-fabric and beaching

24/7 emergency services
Leakage pinpointing services
Management of customer complaints
High pressure regulator construction / installation
City gate construction / installation

Concrete works including modifications to, and creation of,
new structures

Bulk meter replacement program

Installation of flumegates, frames and solar power

Community and stakeholder management

Management gas supply / installation contractors

“Completing the Pyramid Hill gates during
winter was always going to be difficult. With
the delays to the start of the project, and the
weather against us it took a huge effort from all
of the guys to ensure that we met the deadline.”

“The long-term nature and success of this contract is a credit
to the team at Comdain Gas, and to the professionalism and
dedication of their approach.”

Adam Maher, Project Manager

Glenn Meredith, Resource Manager
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Victorian Civil
PROJECT:

Gisborne Recycled Water Plant Stage 1B
Upgrade Works

start date:
completion date:
Client:

January 2010
August 2010
Western Water

Queensland
PROJECT:
start date:
completion date:
Client:

RM2, construction of sewer rising main
December 2009
April 2010
KN Group on behalf of Moreton Bay Regional
Council and Stockland Developments

ABOUT THE PROJECT

ABOUT THE PROJECT

Civil works, supply and installation of mechanical equipment, all
electrical, instrumentation and control requirements and commissioning
of the Stage 1B upgrade of the Gisborne Recycled Water Plant (RWP).

Construction of sewer rising main through residential and open
space areas, including stakeholder relationship management and
local authority liaison.

Works undertaken include:

Works undertaken include:

Modifications to the existing inlet works including new screenings
removal and dewatering system, and new grit removal and
dewatering system and grit classifier
New odour biofilter
Conversion of existing anoxic selector tank to a seepage storage
facility including installation of new pump set

Approximately 1.5 kilometres of Dual DN500 DICL
Includes air valves and scour valves
Pipe laid to a depth of six metres
Full testing and commissioning
Works undertaken on main roads and open spaces

Earthworks - clay and HDPE lining of lagoons
Supply and installation of all instrumentation, cables, switchboards
and modifications to existing switchboards and plant PLC and SCADA
programming
Pipework, pump installation, steel fabrication and concrete works
Testing and commissioning

“Gisborne RWP is an ideal opportunity to highlight the
transferability of Comdain’s proven skills and expertise
into the waste water market. This job will position us
to deliver similar projects in the future.”

“We are pleased to be working for Stockland for the
first time. Delivering this important asset for them
and Moreton Bay Regional Council, a key long-term
Comdain client, is a high priority for the project team.”

Alesha Printz, Project Manager

Andrew Willis, Project Engineer
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Our people
Welcome to the team: our new starters
Welcome to the following employees who have joined Comdain Infrastructure since January
New Starters

Business Unit

Title

Start Date

Stephanie Apostolopoulos

Corporate Services

Communications Manager

February

Vanessa Baughurst

Irrigation

Project Services Manager

February

Clinton Beutel

Queensland

Labourer

February

Hector Brown

Queensland

Labourer

March

Graham Campbell

Queensland

Labourer

January

Michael Casey

Queensland

Labourer

February

Erin Edwards

Queensland

Scheduler

February

Vanessa Horwood

Corporate Services

Accounts Payable Officer

February

Pearse O’Connell

Queensland

Senior Projects Manager

January

Rodney Pratt

Victoria Gas

Labourer

January

Manuel Reihana

Queensland

Labourer

February

Jason Stephens

Queensland

Labourer

January

Peter Stephens

Corporate Services

Chief Financial Officer

February

Christopher Williamson

Queensland

Crew Leader

January

Pankaj Yadav

Corporate Services

IT Help Desk Administrator

February

Talking with:

Amanzio
Marin
(Manz)
Title Tool Storeman
Area of the business: Comdain Gas,

Thomastown, Victoria

What originally drew you to Comdain?

The privatisation of the Gas
& Fuel in 1996 led to the
opportunity to work with
Comdain Gas as they were
the successful tenderer for the
Northern area
What do you like doing when you’re not
at work?

Following AFL Football
(Kangaroos), spending time with
my family and gardening

Talking with:

Kristy
Bussing

Title Projects Coordinator
Area of the business: Eagle Farm,

Queensland

What will you be cooking / eating
tonight?

Years with Comdain: 3 years

What does a typical day at Comdain
involve for you?

Scotch fillet steak

What does a typical day at Comdain
involve for you?

I get the crews set up in the
morning for the day’s work. I
arrange equipment as requested
by the supervisors and crews
during the day also ensuring it
is maintained and ready for use
when required. And anything
else that is required to be done!

And if you could pick four people to
join you for dinner tonight who would
they be?

What do you like most about your role?

It varies daily with the challenges
of supplying equipment to
various sites across Victoria,
which can be pretty satisfying.
I enjoy ensuring the equipment
is maintained and calibrated for
use when required. I also like
being a member of the HS&E
Committee

What’s your favourite sporting moment?

The 1975, 1977, 1996 and 1999
Kangaroos Premierships!
Where would you go if you had the
chance for an all expenses paid holiday?

The Pyramids in Egypt
Favourite quote or motto in life?

‘Do the best you can’ and
‘Comdain the company that
cares’

Shopping – what girl doesn’t!
What will you be cooking / eating
tonight?

Pork steaks and vegies

Years with Comdain: 14 years

Glenn Archer, George
Constanza, Charlie Sheen and
the Pope

What do you like doing when you’re not
at work?

And if you could pick four people to
join you for dinner tonight who would
they be?

My partner, Tye, Mum, my
brother and my friend Nel
What’s your favourite sporting moment?

At the moment it would be The
Bounty Hunter

Where would you go if you had the
Speaking with clients and
chance for an all expenses paid holiday?
customers, processing new jobs, USA
/ Hawaii
gathering maps and information
for job packs, fire ant reports, bits Favourite quote or motto in life?
and pieces, you know - office
‘Good things come to those who
stuff!
wait’
What do you like most about your role?

I do a variety of things
throughout my day which keeps
it interesting but it’s going to be
changing soon so that’s exciting.
Stay tuned!
What originally drew you to Comdain?

It seemed like a good career
opportunity
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Tight timeframes, complex work, one of
Melbourne’s busiest city intersections
One Friday evening in late February, while most inner city Melbournians were preparing for a
night out on the town, Comdain’s Gas team was commencing a major repair and restoration job
at the intersection of Flinders and King Streets in the middle of the city. A 600 millimetre cast iron
pipe, laid over 100 years ago, had been damaged and had to be replaced.
Comdain has held the contract for
construction, maintenance, repair and
operation of APA Group’s metropolitan
gas distribution assets for more than 14
years. As principal contractor, Comdain’s
responsibility for this APA project was to
coordinate, manage and self-perform the cut
out and replacement task.
The challenges in this particular job were
considerable and required significant
planning - over 60 hours - by Gas Operations
Manager, Glenn Meredith.
Comdain Gas was responsible for
excavation, cut out, repair of adjacent piping,
backfill, reinstatement, commissioning and
the project management of three other
organisations including TD Williamson,
Daly’s Traffic, Barry Brothers, plus liaison
and reporting to several utilities including
VicRoads, Melbourne City Council and
Victoria Police.

How the job was done

The right team for the job

Melbourne’s cast iron pipelines are gradually

The techniques and processes required to work
on cast iron gas pipelines are unique. A job like
this requires specialist skills that are retained by
individuals with many years of experience. Add
to this the need to ensure supply is maintained
and you have a technical challenge requiring
precision and teamwork.

being replaced and in the case of this job, the
method was to cut out the cast iron pipe that
had been damaged, insert a 300mm steel
pipe, then reconnect using purpose-built steel

Months prior to the job Glenn had the task of
liaising with all the sub-contractors and public
utilities to set the date, logistics and workforce
mobilisation, ensuring a smooth operation in a
busy section of Melbourne’s CBD.

coupling units. To ensure absolute accuracy in

Comdain effectively had 48 hours to
excavate, reveal, repair then reinstate
the pipeline. Working around the clock,
the assembled teams began operations
at 8.30pm on a Friday night and worked
through the weekend to finish the job at
approximately 8.30pm on the Sunday night.

the Sunday morning.

the join, the steel pipe was cut to Comdain’s
specifications on the Saturday, delivered to
the site on Saturday evening, and connected
overnight for welding and reinstatement on
The process involved permanently securing
fittings to the line, installation of temporary
sandwich valves on the fittings and taps made
through the valves. Pipes were cleaned of any
sediment and crusting, inflatable bags inserted
and then inflated to block the gas flow.
Excess gas was burned off at street level. The
pipeline was then ready for insertion of new,

Members of Comdain’s Gas team have on
average 15 to 25 years of experience in the gas
distribution business. Each member works in
collaboration with the team and takes personal
pride in delivering a job well done.
“We have a cracking team of professionals across
the gas division” said Glenn. “We’ve got the best
people for each stage of the job to get it right.”
The job was completed within the established
timeframe, within budget and to the satisfaction
of APA and the local authorities – another
successful project performed with precision and
team work by Comdain’s specialist gas team.

replacement pipe and reconnection to the

The Comdain Infrastructure team included:

mains by Comdain’s Gas team. Back fill and

Project Supervisor: Tony Soccio

reinstatement of the roadway was conducted

Crew Leaders

Crew MEMBERs CONTRACTORS

during the Sunday afternoon.

Mario Angerosa
Laurie Calcaterra
Tony Caruso
Gary Cook
Lou Dolevski
Claude Fabris
Andy Karabatsos
Michael Sacco
Joe Velardi

Felice Caruso
Mario Lonigro
Paul Montebello
John Pannunzio
John Prestileo
Bill Ristevski
Eddie Rosetti
Jack Samaras
Tom Tasevski
Renald Tralci

Comdain’s team had the added concern of
ensuring connection of gas to local businesses.
The team’s liaison approach is direct and
considerate, providing business owners with
early warning of supply interruption then
ongoing discussion until the job is complete
and supply is reinstated.

Bruce Champion
Brian Collum
Angelo Corso
Frank Daminato
Joe Day
Martin Fitzgerald
Tom Keating
Peter Kulevski
Rod Nunan
Mick Stamatov
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Building our brand
Our new brand hits
the streets
Our new logo and brand has now been officially launched internally
and externally. Some fantastic activities and events have taken place
around the launch of the logo.

Comdain makes a splash
at OzWater 2010
The first major outing for our new brand was at OzWater, an annual
event for the water industry, this year held in Brisbane in February.
Comdain Infrastructure had an exhibition stand at the event.
The stand showcased our new brand, and provided us with the
opportunity to make direct contact with industry colleagues. More
than four hundred people visited the Comdain Infrastructure stand and
talked to our team members over the three days of OzWater.
Comdain Infrastructure was represented at OzWater by members of
the leadership team, a cross section of engineers from our Irrigation
and Queensland business operations, and members of the Business
Development team. Those present included:

Employee morning teas have been held at Epping and Thomastown.
Breakfast at Thomastown was attended by Comdain’s chairman, Tom
Coen, who spoke with passion and energy about what the brand
represents and Comdain’s future. Russell Zimmerman, Comdain
Infrastructure CEO, also attended breakfast and reiterated similar
enthusiasm to the team at Epping during a morning tea event.

Russell Zimmerman, Chief Executive Officer
Tom Coen, Chairman
Peter Stephens, Chief Financial Officer
Gavin Amopiu, Project Engineer
Alan Gill, Project Engineer
Andrew Willis, Project Engineer
Peter Rennex, Queensland Operations Manager
Shane Bulloch, Queensland State Manager
Claire Lange, General Manager Business Development
Comdain Infrastructure employees manning our stand, looked brilliant
in their blue Comdain ‘Intelligent Doers’ t-shirts.

Many employees are already using material carrying the new
brand. Email signatures, letterhead and business cards are all in
use. Replacement of signage at our offices was a major milestone in
the rebranding. Some of our sites have also now received their new
uniforms, with others to follow shortly. Progressively we will also be
placing the logo on all of our equipment and machinery.

One of Comdain’s
Intelligent Doers, Alan
Gill, Project Engineer,
at OzWater 2010

Another award!
Comdain Infastructure wins
Australia’s top water award
Comdain Infrastructure
received Australia’s
most prestigious water
award, the Australian
Water Association
(AWA) Excellence Award
for Project Innovation.
Russell Zimmerman, CEO,
The award was presented
Tom Coen, Chairman
at OzWater2010.
and our award
The AWA Excellence Award for Project
Innovation was presented to FutureFlow (a
Goulburn-Murray Water alliance comprising
Comdain Infrastructure, SKM and Transfield

Services) which has recently completed
Australia’s largest irrigation modernisation project
in one of Victoria’s key food production areas.
Comdain Infrastructure has been a key partner
in the FutureFlow alliance since February 2008,
providing a number of specialist construction
services such as the construction of a 27
kilometre pipeline and the installation of
thousands of electronic meters and automated
channel control gates. Comdain Infrastructure
also provided project management services for
FutureFlow.
FutureFlow’s multi-award winning project has
replaced 100-year-old irrigation system with
an IT-based water distribution system, saving
around 94 gigalitres of water per year and
providing a more efficient system for around
3,000 irrigators. The two year, $290 million

This newsletter is printed on 100% post consumer recycled paper with vegetable based inks.

project completed in December 2009 combined
more than 2,000 kilometres of irrigation channel
and around 6,000 irrigation assets into one fully
integrated high tech delivery system.
AWA judges commented that the project was
one of the most significant infrastructure projects
in the history of Australia’s irrigated agriculture
and has laid an important foundation for other
irrigation upgrade projects to follow.
FutureFlow’s project provided a win for the
irrigators, a win for the environment and a win for
water savings, the judges said.
Comdain Infrastructure’s CEO, Russell
Zimmerman, said receiving the award was not
only acknowledgement of outstanding project
outcomes, but also recognition of the skill of the
engineers, constructors and project managers
working in the alliance.

